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The research presents the harmonic elimination using active power filter (APF) for balanced 
three-phase power systems. In this research, the DQF method is used for harmonic detection. The 
DQF method is compared the detection performance with the synchronous reference frame (SRF) 
method. The PI controller is used to control the compensating currents and the PWM technique is 
applied to generate the switching signals for IGBTs of active power filter. The research also presents 
the PI controller design using artificial intelligent techniques called adaptive tabu search (ATS). The 
aim of the PI controller design is the minimum %THD of source currents after compensation. The 
simulation results show that harmonic quantity of the source currents are reduced after compensation. 
Moreover, the %THD of these currents follows the IEEE std. 519-1992. In addition, the PI controller 
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	ก!9 discrete fourier 
transforms (9 DFT) 
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9 Recursive Discrete 
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ก# 9 Instantaneous Reactive Power 
Theory (9 PQ), 9 Instantaneous Power Theory, 9 
Generalized Instantaneous Reactive Power Theory, 9 SRF, 
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9 stationary frame controller 
9 synchronous frame controller 





9 hysteresis controller 
9 delta modulation 
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-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7 	ก 6 (!	-	ก) 
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13 	ก 12 (!	-	ก) 
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19 	ก 18 (!	-	ก) 
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* 4.1 กก	 ก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.+/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กก	  	#+	K (AC 
SIDE) # ก,	(.*%,ก 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*'#,,% (Point of Common 
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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*$	 
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'%
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 กW(2 XX	
ก+$ก ก(+	 
( *cui , *cvi , *cwi ) 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1	%ก#+$Y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* (4-4) (
%ก	* (4-5) 	%	#  "#$%*)			% %) Y# ก,	,%ก %ก	* (4-1) &0%ก	* 
(4-3) 
e	(  (	%	& #	% %) Y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	% %) Y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* (4-6) 
%ก	* (4-1) &0%ก	* (4-3) (/#+# 
%ก	* (4-7) &0%ก	* (4-9) 	%	#  (%* #%%ก	# ก,	
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 */
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* (4-11) (%ก	* (4-12) 	%	#  "#$*,	 kc   
!kก. ก	. (switching function : kc ) /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*      
(4-13) 	ก	% %) Y
%ก	* (4-11) 
%ก	* (4-10) (/#+# %ก	* (4-14) 
 



























































                                            (4-14) 
 
	ก%ก	* (4-14) 	%	& #%!kก. ก	. !kก. &	(ก	. 
(switching state function : kd ) /#+# %ก	* (4-15) %* #
+$2,
2%ก	%กK (/#+# 
%ก	* (4-16) 	ก	% %) Y# ก,	





















































































−+−=                                                                   (4-17) 
 
%ก	.') Yก(.#.$ก	%! #/#+# %ก	* (4-17) 

 ,/ก		%ก	.') Y#  /! "#$	(	กก	)		
ก\ก(.!!] (KCL) 	#+	#K 	 $	% %) Y(,	)' (	)'



















































































































































































"+	ก	'%ก	-#ก(.#.$ ("+	ก	'%#  /! 

	 $%	ก	'%$2,ก# #  ก	#		
 ,/  ก	
		.) ก	%! 3,	%กKก		 # %ก	* (4-20) )*
	
+	$2,ก# 	ก%ก	# ก,	 ก	#
+  fu , fv ( fw  %		
/!!c	! u, v ( w 	%	#  
(* fd ( fq  %		/!!c	ก#  
	ก+ก	%	ก#ก /$2,ก/!!c		%!	%	&	/#+ # %ก	* 
(4-21) 	 %กK K #/+
%ก	* (4-22) "#$%,	%'%! ( tωθ = ) K0*%'#+$


















































































































Κ                                      (4-22) 
 
ก					กก	 ก!ก# *%+	ก
ก	)		!kก. &	(ก	.ก	%! ( kd ) # %ก	* (4-23) 	ก%ก	
# ก,	 ,	 φ   %'%!*%+!kก. &	(ก	. "#$%	#!kก.  kd  Y	$





































































 	ก%ก	* (4-23) 	ก	!kก.  kd 
+$2,ก# #+$ก	
%ก	
* (4-20) (/#+# %ก	* (4-24) "#$* ,	 1φ   %'%!*%+ก%'# 	ก%ก	
# ก,	%*































































































































                                                                           (4-25) 
 
ก		(
,& #%	  ก		#  pccv  *)		$2,ก# # %ก	*  
(4-26) "#$%*
.+'% 	"ก% (/#+# %ก	* (4-27) 	ก%ก	# ก,	 ,	 λ   

















































































































































( ),	 ก# 
	)'%%'%!*%+#$ก ก ก!kก. &	(ก	. ,	ก  φ  K0*	%'%,	!
ก %'%!*%+ก# *'# PCC )( pccv  ,	ก  λ  (ก#%'#+$	%@
,	ก  ω  rad/s *%'%!*%+ ,	ก  1φ  #   ก	ก#
(*
)		 	%	&Y	$/#+#+$3e	)!K/#(ก% # 2* 4.2 
 
 
2* 4.2 3e	)!K(*)		 
 
 	ก2# ก,	32+ $ก	#
+%'%!*%+ก# 	)' )( lv  	%'%
#$ก ก %'%!*%+ก%'# )( 1φφ =  (/%,)		3%'%*% )(λ  K0*
ก#0	ก)		
	$, 3	ก*/# ก,		
+%ก	* (4-25) (%ก	* (4-27) 
#/#+


















































v                                                                                            (4-29) 
 
 &	(	 # %ก	* (4-19) 	%	&,ก 2 , )*
	/$2,ก#  ,ก	'%ก(.#.$ #/+










%ก	 (,ก	'%#  /! 
&* 4 %ก	 "#$(#	ก	
	(




&* 1 &0 3 %* #
+$2,
2%ก	 
&	( (/#+# %ก	* (4-30) 	ก%ก	# ก,	Y	$#+$	% %) Y%ก	* (4-21) 






























































































































⋅ −−− KKK   









































































































































































e	$ 	กก	,	#+$ก !"#$%&'	(ก)! # %ก	* (4-33) 	
+
	%	& #2%ก	# ก,	 "#$ก	2#+$%กK ][Κ  #%ก	 # %ก	* (4-34) 	ก
%กK ][Κ  
+	+ 
.+'% 	%%กK"ก (orthogonal matrix)  * 
%กK 1][ −Κ  ,	ก %กK T][Κ  )][]([ 1 TΚΚ =−  #   32%กK ][Κ  ก 
%กK T][Κ  0,	ก %กKก กW (identity matrix) )][]([ IΚΚ =⋅ T  	ก'% 
# ก,	&2ก
















































































































































KK  (4-35) 
 




 ## %ก	* (4-36) (%ก	* (4-37) )*ก 
%ก	* (4-35) (/#+

































































































































































































































































&	( # %ก	* (4-39)  #%
+$2,
2%ก	%กK # %ก	* (4-40) 	ก














































































































K][K]                                                 (4-41) 
 
	ก%ก	* (4-41) %*
.+'% 	%%ก"ก (/#+,	 



































































































































                                           (4-43) 
 
 	ก	.) กก	 ก!	ก	%!%	
$2,ก# 	%	&$
+$2,
2 &	(/#+ # %ก	* (4-43) K0*	%	&,
ก/#+ 2 , )*	%	
.+Y	$(*)		$2,ก#  ,ก	'%ก(
.#.$ก# (ก 
%กK&* 1 (&* 2 %ก	 (,ก	'%
#  /!ก# 
%กK&* 3 %ก	 			ก
#(	%	&	%	
.+ก(/#+  	(+%ก	$$ 	%&2ก+
	 K0*%	$($##/+








	%&2ก+ (model validation) (	
+	# ก,	%	%,	.*&%	ก$*0
	 ก		/
.+)*ก('% #   
 +ก		3ก		
&	ก	*/#+	ก		%%ก	*  (4-44)  m-file 
"ก% MATLAB 
$$ก 3ก		&	ก	*/#+	กก	+	(*)			%2* 4.1 
"ก% Simulink ,%ก "ก% MATLAB 3,	.'#@ก SimPowerSystems "#$%
	$($#ก		&	ก	  2 , #  
 ก,ก#-%')'ก%( 
 			ก#กก	 ก!	 %	
ก		&	ก	 *%+	กก			
%ก	* (4-43)  #
+$2,
2!kก. 
&	( (state function) # %ก	* (4-44)  	ก 	ก		3-$%ก	.') Y































x    &	( )][( Tdccqcd Vii=x  
u   )'	 )( mvu =  
y   	)'	 )][( Tdccqcd Vii=y  








































































































































,%ก "ก% MATLAB 3,	.'#@ก SimPowerSystems *%	 +	( 
# 2* 4.3 	ก2# ก,	 (ก#+$ .'#@ก SAPF 	+	*	%!
%'กก	.  	ก0* 	 IGBT/Diodes 6 . *  XX	) 	 '%ก	
		.	ก@ก 6 pulses K0*	$($### 2* 4.4 ,(ก	#+	#K
# ก,	&2ก,+	ก  ก@(' )( dcC  ,	#+	K,+	ก  *$	 
)( cL  'ก%ก  +		 )( cR  	%!,,%ก '# PCC *ก	#,,	$# 
2 XX	/K	%!%#' ก	#3#+$@ก Display %ก	 ,	ก(.#.$ 	%
! ( cui , cvi , cwi ) 3,	ก		 
(#$ก ก@ ,	# *'# PCC )*
.+	
,	%'% )(θ 
+ก %กKก		.,ก  ก( */#+,	ก(ก# ( cdi , cqi ) 



























































2* 4.3 (*)		"ก% Simulink ,%ก "ก% MATLAB 3,	.'#@ก 




































@ก 6 pulses K0* ก	
+	 XX	'%ก	.#+$)# $2@%  # ก,	*%+	กก	ก	#
 XX	# +	 	%! ( *ulv , *vlv , *wlv ) # %ก	* (4-45) &0%ก	* (4-47) )*
$$ก  XX	)	2	%*$% (triangular carrier: trv ) *%%)2# )( trv  (
	%&* )( trf *,	0* #   ,	# .ก	%#2 )(M Y	$/#+ # %ก	* (4-48) 	ก
%ก	# ก,	 ก/#+,	,	 M  %3,# 	)'*ก	กกก	 ก! ก	



























=  wvuk ,,; =                                                                                      (4-48) 
 
 กW(ก	
.+)# $2@%)*+	 XX	)  	%2* 4.4 
 ก/#+,	 *ulv , *vlv  ( *wlv  %*$$ก  XX	)	2	%*$% ( trv ) #+$
@ก comparator $ก $,	ก! u  ),	 */ก	.)		%* XX	 
*
ulv  %	กก,	 XX	 trv  (	
+. uS  %,	,	ก  1  	ก( (. 'uS  *
3,	@ก NOT 
+,	,	ก  0  $'#	ก( 
	ก ก 	ก3ก	$$
 XX	 *ulv  +$ก,	 XX	 trv  (	









4.1 32+ $/#+ก	#,	)		%,	 w e	$











2 XX	 cdi , cqi ( dcV  ก ก	 $.'#@ก	@2 K0*3ก	##/+# 2
* 4.5 &02* 4.7 	%	#  
 
		* 4.1 ,	)		%	 ก		&	ก	 
)		% ,	)		%*
.+ 
# *'# PCC vpcc= 220 Vrms , 250 Vrms  
	%&*(  fs = 50 Hz 
 ก@('#K Cdc= 200 µF 
	%+		
	$, RL = 2 Ω 
 *$	ก Lc = 39 mH 
	%&* XX	)	2	%*$% ftr = 5000 Hz 
# .ก	%#2 M = 1 
  













































































	ก3ก		&	ก	 ก	$$3,	 cdi , cqi  ( dcV
	ก			ก# (DQ model) ##+$+#	 (3*/#+	ก.'#
@ก	@2 (exact topology model) ##+$+	  ก/#+,	 ก		&	ก	
)		
.,	 , 0.4 	 &0 1.2 	 	 2* 4.5 (2* 4.6 ,
2* 4.7 
)		
.,	 , 0.4 	 &0 1.5 	 *	ก.,	# ก,	((+	2,e	(
  ก		&	ก	# ก,	/#+%ก	 *$,	)'	  ,	 pccv 	ก 
220 Vrms  250 Vrms  ,	 0.5 	 &0 1 	 ( ,	 pccv  	ก 250 Vrms  220 
Vrms  ,	 1 	 +/  )*ก		%&2ก+	

&	($2,  (steady state) 2,/ก ก	
e	(ก	. *2, (transient 
response) 	ก2* 4.5 (2* 4.6  ก/#+,	 3ก	2,+	2,&	( $2,
.,
ก,	 0.5 	 %*%ก	*$# *'# PCC *	,	ก  0.5 	 ( 1.0 
	 ,3
+ก	,	 cdi  ( cqi  % กW( */ก ,$ w 2,+	2,&	( 
ก  ,
2* 4.7  ก/#+,	 ,	 dcV  (*%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KPC =866 , KIC =9.62×10
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YY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-  P. Santiprapan, K-L. Areerak, K-N. Areerak, "Mathematical Model and Control 
Strategy on DQ Frame for Shunt Active Power Filters", World Academy of Science Engineering 
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ก!		/	) (tabu search) (Glover, 1989) %0Q+5กก!/	
.ก/% Qก/	 * !&*-)*/	&&
 %1ก
















	  [  !
กก% (move operator) 0Q&กQก/	 *&ก*/	2
	 .]ก




ก+/!/! %1ก!		/	)-!0%&/%Q&-ก% -!ก* Q&-ก
%-/	 *&*ก%-*ก*/	2
	 Q&-ก&!ก
!/	& !ก%ก	)*ก	& (cycle avoidance) ++0Q& !ก%,"
!/	&
0!ก/	&
			S0"%& (local optimum avoidance) 
-!ก!/	&
		ก! (global optimum)  
%1ก!		/	)%	/ (Adaptive Tabu Search: ATS) -!	ก0` a 
0.]. 2545 . ก0 ก4$  




"ก!/	 !ก0%&ก-กก!!- ก%, Q ก%! 
(back tracking) ก	*]ก! (adaptive search radius) +/ก!!%1 
ATS 
-! + 
 	 1 กก	)
 ก! (countmax) ก0Q+&
!/	 (S) ก
*/	%&/!^ 0Q+&! SN /	 ก+
%/	&&
 '/	%&/! (S0) )& 6.2 (ก) 
	 2 ก
*Qก/		! (Sneighbor) ก]%&/! (R) 
0Q&%/	&&
^ ]ก* -!/	&&
'/	 * (Snew) 
		ก!2
	 (countn) )& 6.2 () 
 
 
(ก) +/& 1                                           () +/& 2 
 












 	 3 /	 * (Snew)  	2
	'/	%&/! (S0) 		ก
!"- .Q& countn < countmax ก%,%ก!/+/*+/& 2 ก+ 
ก&-!/	/Q&-&ก Q countn > countmax ,
/%ก! 
 	 4 ก%*ก&ก%,		/	)-*"/	 * 
(Snew) &ก*/	%&/! (S0)  	ก!2
	 &Q /	ก*-*

กก/	&'	S0"%& + ,!)*+/ก%! &Q&-ก

3/% !ก	-! 0Q+&/	ก* d,&(กก	กก* !ก%0Q+&ก
! * d,&.ก&
กก/	&'			S0"%&-! 
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ก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ก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ก]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*ก
!ก&! ก!/	&&
 d,& !/	กก!ก,+ /*
 /ก! กก	]ก!iกก%- ก!-*	

/	&/!ก + ก	] !ก			&0%R,3 ก	
+	ก!/	&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/ก!*0%/$ PCK  ICK  	ก%!%1 ATS 
3*%& Q&กก! *&-*" !-!%-*ก%.$/*
^n%	/%  ()!%,-!,",'--! ก !*ก		$ field 
programmable gate arrays (	$ FPGAs) .0%Rก" FPGA module, APEX 
DSP Development Board (starter Version) of Altera Co., Ltd The Quartus II Limited Edition 40 
kHz 16 bit ก	กก	/0Q&!*0%/$ 
กก	/%&/!0%Rก& !ก		0%/$/	
		
0-.]		R%/]/$ /ก& (5-26) ก& (5-27)  	& 5 0Q&
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 ICK  ก& (6-3) ก& (6-4) /	 .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Q *กก/*
	$ (sampling time) ก+*"&1/% )( niω  */*ก!)*
"/ (ξ)  ก& (6-3) ก& (6-4) d,&*ก*")กก-! 	& 5 
+ 	/*0%/$ PCK  ICK  -!ก& (6-5) ก& (6-6) 
/	 	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ก*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 ATS ^ 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ก!		 4 0%/$ d,&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ก
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		0- )& 6.4 %&/!กก
*ก!% ( dhi , qhi ) ก	ก	*ก ( cdi , cqi ) '(/**ก+
	ก% ( di
~ , qi





ก* ( du , qu )  ก& (5-16) ก& (5-17) 0Q&R
*/$0
/!%%$/$	ก% (v*dl , v
*
ql) ก+*ก* !
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di ,−=                                                                                                       (6-7) 
  
.& klv  Q /$0
/%$/$ (V); k =  u, v, w 
  kpccv ,  Q -{&
 PCC (V); k =  u, v, w 
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* Werr ก&  
(6-8) R-!กก*S&ก(*(/** dhi  ก	 cdi  (errord) (/*
* qhi  ก	 cqi  (errorq) กS&!
!)+ (N) +  กR&
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difference approximation) 0Q&'ก				.ก simulink  .ก   
m-file Q&กก"กR$ .ก m-file "(ก!
*0%/$&-!iก*ก"กR$	.ก simulink .%&/!





( nini qd   !*(%0ก*'%0
/ !ก*/	
		0-0Q&R*
!% ( )(nud , )(nuq ) ก	iก PI Controller  )& 6.4 %ก%$!
		%/ %&/!กก& (6-9) . !กR		 Tustin ก& (6-10) 
*ก* ก& (6-9) -!ก& (6-11) กกก*%ก














































































































































d                             (6-13) 
  
  กก& (6-13) "*/$0
/&กก/	
		0-	ก
%  ก4R	!) (array) ก& (6-14) ก& (6-15) 0Q&'*%0
/
 !ก	กR/$0
/!%%$/$	ก% (v*dl (n), v
*
ql (n)) ก& 




/%$/$+ (vul (n), vvl (n), vwl (n)) ก
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  กก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& (6-19) 
%R !)*	ก% 0Q&-		ก	*ก!%	ก%  ก
R* Werr 0Q& !%(*ก!!%1 ATS *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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&  T  Q *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  ก"กR$	.ก m-file 	!*0%/$ PCK
 ICK !%1 ATS ก"กR$	.ก simulink ก%*Q&"Q-!
+/!ก/	 Q")ก/! .ก		*กRก
	ก%.ก+ d,&ก)& 6.5 ก/-!* *ก ก!
ก ^/ Q&*กก*ก%ก& Q&กก&
*.ก */+/* 0.14 % '/!- กR!.ก
+ !*ก& ก!*ก )& 6.6 ก(ก* 0	* Q& !ก
		* Werr &-!ก.ก m - file ก	* %THD &-!ก.ก simulink 




































)& 6.5 		*ก	 m - file 	ก	 simulink 
 





























/& 6.1 (ก					 m  file ก	 simulink กR!		 2 0%/$ 
*0%/$ 
m-file (Werr) Simulink (%THD) 
PCK  ICK  
40.43 x103 66.86x106 0.028698 1.6901 
42.55 x103 69.05x106 0.028697 1.6826 
48.25 x103 80.46x106 0.028696 1.6790 
43.24 x103 71.58x106 0.028695 1.6647 
48.00 x103 81.84x106 0.028694 1.6535 
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ก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1-.234567892:/ (SN) ,-./0/1-.234634;:.< (Sneighbor) 1=.6>?9@567892:/ (R) ABC1=.2>0D6>4BE6>?9@ (DF) 
5/F83<,.ก1=.H.6.975236IJ@85K9.CL9ก>4ก.61:/K.M/6C44,CL=<NB2=3L966O/Cก.61:/K.E:0P07Q@ 
ATS NR:07,>P,S<J-.ก.6JEL34H.6.975236IE><กB=.0 E><2.6.<J@8 6.2 OS<2.6.<J@8 6.5 .&ก+
"ก! !3ก	* Werr S& 	ก!S& (N) *
	&	/5 (Standard Deviation: SD) /	 
 
/& 6.2 (ก	/	%&/! กR!		 2 0%/$ 
    +& 
 
	 
+& 1 +& 2 +& 3 +& 4 +& 5 *S& SD 
/	%&/!*ก	 5 /	 
* errW  0.028698 0.028698 0.028699 0.028699 0.028698 0.028698 0.55x10
-6 












/& 6.2 (ก	/	%&/!  กR!		 2 0%/$ (/*) 
    +& 
 
	 
+& 1 +& 2 +& 3 +& 4 +& 5 *S& SD 
/	%&/!*ก	 10 /	 
* errW  0.028698 0.028698 0.028700 0.028696 0.028695 0.028697 1.95x10
-6 
	 9 12 15 1 2 7.8 6.14 
/	%&/!*ก	 15 /	 
* errW  0.028699 0.028700 0.028699 0.028699 0.028699 0.028699 0.45x10
-6 
	 14 9 7 8 6 8.8 3.11 
/	%&/!*ก	 20 /	 
* errW  0.028698 0.028696 0.028699 0.028697 0.028699 0.028698 1.30x10
-6 
	 1 19 27 4 4 11 11.38 
/	%&/!*ก	 25 /	 
* errW  0.02870 0.028698 0.028695 0.028694 0.028698 0.028697 2.45x10
-6 
	 4 9 7 11 7 7.6 2.61 
/	%&/!*ก	 30 /	 
* errW  0.028697 0.028698 0.028698 0.028700 0.028696 0.028698 1.48x10
-6 
	 1 3 8 7 11 6 4.00 
/
: /		!*ก	 5 /	, *]%&/!*ก	 0.5,  












/& 6.3 (ก	/		! กR!		 2 0%/$ 
    +& 
 
	 
+& 1 +& 2 +& 3 +& 4 +& 5 *S& SD 
/		!*ก	 5 /	 
* errW  0.02870 0.028698 0.028695 0.028694 0.028698 0.028697 2.45x10
-6 
	 4 9 7 11 7 7.6 2.61 
/		!*ก	 10 /	 
* errW  0.028698 0.028695 0.028694 0.028696 0.028696 0.028696 1.48x10
-6 
	 5 7 4 6 3 5 1.58 
/		!*ก	 15 /	 
* errW  0.028700 0.028697 0.028695 0.028696 0.028699 0.028697 2.07x10
-6 
	 2 5 3 3 10 4.6 3.21 
/		!*ก	 20 /	 
* errW  0.028699 0.028696 0.028698 0.028696 0.028698 0.028697 1.34x10
-6 
	 4 4 2 4 2 3.2 1.10 
/		!*ก	 25 /	 
* errW  0.028699 0.028697 0.028697 0.028698 0.028696 0.028697 1.14x10
-6 
	 1 5 3 1 6 3.2 2.28 
/		!*ก	 30 /	 
* errW  0.028698 0.028698 0.028696 0.028699 0.028697 0.028698 1.14x10
-6 
	 3 4 3 1 1 2.4 1.34 
/
: /	%&/!*ก	 25 /	, *]%&/!*ก	 0.5, 












/& 6.4 (ก	*]%&/! กR!		 2 0%/$ 
    +& 
 
	 
+& 1 +& 2 +& 3 +& 4 +& 5 *S& SD 
*]%&/!*ก	 0.25 
* errW  0.028699 0.028699 0.028700 0.028697 0.028697 0.028698 1.34x10
-6 
	 2 3 5 7 5 4.4 1.95 
*]%&/!*ก	 0.5 
* errW  0.028698 0.028695 0.028694 0.028696 0.028696 0.028696 1.48x10
-6 
	 5 7 4 6 3 5 1.58 
*]%&/!*ก	 1 
* errW  0.028694 0.028697 0.028698 0.028697 0.028698 0.028697 1.64x10
-6 
	 1 1 1 5 9 3.4 3.58 
*]%&/!*ก	 2 
* errW  0.028699 0.028698 0.028697 0.028696 0.028697 0.028697 1.14x10
-6 
	 4 9 17 1 2 6.6 6.58 
*]%&/!*ก	 3 
* errW  0.028698 0.028697 0.028696 0.028699 0.028698 0.028698 1.14x10
-6 
	 2 11 1 10 14 7.6 5.77 
*]%&/!*ก	 4 
* errW  0.028700 0.028698 0.028699 0.028696 0.028695 0.028698 2.07x10
-6 
	 5 14 3 12 2 7.2 5.45 
/
: /	%&/!*ก	 25 /	, /		!*ก	 10 /	, 












/& 6.5 (ก	*	] กR!		 2 0%/$ 
    +& 
 
	 
+& 1 +& 2 +& 3 +& 4 +& 5 *S& SD 
*	]*ก	 1.05 
* errW  0.028699 0.028697 0.028700 0.028699 0.028699 0.028699 1.09x10
-6 
	 7 14 8 8 13 10 3.24 
*	]*ก	 1.1 
* errW  0.028698 0.028695 0.028694 0.028696 0.028696 0.028696 1.48x10
-6 
	 5 7 4 6 3 5 1.58 
*	]*ก	 1.2 
* errW  0.028696 0.028696 0.028696 0.028699 0.028697 0.028697 1.30x10
-6 
	 5 3 6 5 1 4 2.00 
*	]*ก	 1.3 
* errW  0.028696 0.028698 0.028698 0.028700 0.028697 0.028698 1.48x10
-6 
	 1 4 2 4 4 3 1.41 
*	]*ก	 1.4 
* errW  0.028700 0.028698 0.028697 0.028696 0.028698 0.028698 1.48x10
-6 
	 8 5 3 1 4 4.2 2.59 
*	]*ก	 1.5 
* errW  0.028697 0.028699 0.028700 0.028698 0.028700 0.028699 1.30x10
-6 
	 1 2 2 11 4 4 4.06 
/
: /	%&/!*ก	 25 /	, /		!*ก	 10 /	, 












  ก/& 6.2 ",/& 6.5 กQก*0%/$ก!%1 ATS  !
กR$0%Rก* Werr 'i3 	ก! *	&	/5'
i %&/!ก ! /	%&/! *ก	 5 /	 /		! 
*ก	 5 /	 *]%&/! *ก	 0.5 *	] *ก	 1.1 ก+%ก
	0%/$ ATS  /*/ %&ก/	%&/! *ก	 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 
 30 /	 .&*0%/$/Q& [ & ก/& 6.2 0	* /	%&/! 
*ก	 10 /	  25 /	  !* Werr S&!&
 *ก	 0.028697 /*&/	
%&/! *ก	 25 /	 	ก!S&&!ก* ,Qก !	ก	
0%/$/"- /& 6.3 (ก	/		! *ก	 10, 15, 20, 
25, 30  35 /	 .&/	%&/! *ก	 25 /	 *]%&/! *ก	 0.5 
*	] *ก	 1.1 (กn* 	ก!-*3 &/	
	! *ก	 10 /	 !* Werr S&!&
 *ก	 0.028696 , !		
ก	0%/$/"- /& 6.4 	*]%&/! *ก	 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4  5 .&
/	%&/! *ก	 25 /	 /		! *ก	 10 /	 *	
] *ก	 1.1 0	* 	ก!-*3 &*]%&/! *ก	 0.5  !* Werr 
S&!&
 *ก	 0.028696 /& 6.5 Q&0%R&	ก/-!*-*




































  ก(ก	+ก !0%/$ก!%1 ATS 
/	%&/! *ก	 25 /	 /		! *ก	 10 /	 *]%&/! *ก	 
0.5 *	] *ก	 1.1 d,&*0%/$ * (new parameters) &-!กก	+
 !(ก)*!* Werr *ก	 0.02691 ก**0%/$% (old parameters) & !(ก)*
!* Werr *ก	 0.02704 (ก		-!)& 6.7 *0%/$/
	
		0-&-!กก!!%1 ATS -!/& 6.6 
 
/& 6.6 (ก!*0%/$/	









dPCK ,  0.87 x 10
3 24.97 x 103 48.54 x 103 
dICK ,  9.62 x 10
6 70.84 x 106 80.18 x 106 
qPCK ,  0.87 x 10
3 24.97 x 103 48.54 x 103 
qICK ,  9.62 x 10
6 70.84 x 106 80.18 x 106 
Werr 0.029070 0.028704 0.028691 
 
,.ก2.6.<J@8 6.6 H40=. ก.633กA442>01041U9A44H@V3E:0P07Q@ก.6J.<
1W72?.L26IMK:1=.ก.6D6C597/,.กXY<กIZ>/0>2OUD6CL<1I (Werr) 5J=.ก>4 0.029070 M/L=0/ก6W@ก.6
33กA44E:0P07Q@ ATS E:0PH.6.975236IZUE5ก=.MK:1=. Werr 5J=.ก>4 0.028704 ABCก6W@ก.633กA44
E:0P07Q@ ATS E:0PH.6.975236IZUEMK9=,CMK:1=. Werr /:3PJ@8LUE 5J=.ก>4 0.028691 ,.กNBE><กB=.0
L.9.6OPF/P>/VE:0=.ก.633กA44E:0P07Q@ ATS MK:1=.ก.6D6C597/J@8E@ก0=.07Q@ก.6E>^<5E79 3@กJ>^<ก.6
33กA44J@8VE:6>4ก.6JEL34H.6.975236I;3<ก.61:/K. ,C9@L966O/Cก.61:/K.1-.234J@8E@ 
 





ATS 'ก!*0% /$ PCK  ICK 0Q&	ก				ก%!
*0%/$
ก Q&กกก		0%/$ก*!%1ก



















"0%Rก	กก		 -!)& 6.8 
 



















Qก	กRก!		 2 0%/$ /ก/*กS0 *2ก$/"
$
ก!*0%/$ d,&กR+!ก+ 4 * -!ก* dPCK , , dICK , , qPCK ,  qICK ,
!/ก/*ก**( !กR*!% ( du , qu )  ก& (6-9) ก&  
(6-10) ก	&/ก!*0%/$!%1 ATS 	ก% ก& (6-20) 
ก& (6-21) ก+ %กQกก	+/กก		 
!& 6.4 ก%* Werr (*2ก$/"

















































+ 4 * !%1 ATS ก"กR$	.ก simulink -!	ก
/	 01$** Werr ก.ก m - file ก	* %THD ก.ก 
simulink /& 6.7 ก/-!* *0%/$/	
+ 4 * &-!กก
!%/*ก ^ /!	/ก!ก /&-!ก-! !& 6.3 d,&(ก
	 0	* Q&* Werr   * %THD กi.!!*ก 
 






dPCK ,  dICK ,  qPCK ,  qICK ,  
21.22 x 103 131.99 x 106 28.30 x 103 16.43 x 106 0.028630 1.7113 
35.89 x 103 139.44 x 106 47.88 x 103 81.54 x 106 0.028627 1.6860 
38.89 x 103 147.63 x 106 48.00 x 103 175.33 x 106 0.028624 1.6766 
23.83 x 103 87.24 x 106 30.38 x 103 78.22 x 106 0.028623 1.6558 
33.74 x 103 60.16 x 106 42.51 x 103 9.84 x 106 0.028621 1.6231 






!%1 ATS 		 4 0%/$'/!
-!	ก	*0%/$ ATS ++0Q& !(ก	"ก	
/
	
ก*	5ก 0%/$& !,/!ก	+ 4 * -!ก* 
/	%&/! /		! ]%&/! /	] 0Q& !ก	ก














/& 6.8 (ก	/	%&/! กR!		 4 0%/$ 
    +& 
 
	 
+& 1 +& 2 +& 3 +& 4 +& 5 *S& SD 
/	%&/!*ก	 5 /	 
* errW  0.028628 0.028625 0.028625 0.028617 0.028628 0.028625 4.51x10
-6 
	 8 6 12 6 8 8 2.45 
/	%&/!*ก	 10 /	 
* errW  0.028626 0.028627 0.028629 0.028623 0.028627 0.028626 2.19x10
-6 
	 16 9 5 2 9 8.2 5.26 
/	%&/!*ก	 15 /	 
* errW  0.028622 0.028617 0.028629 0.028625 0.028629 0.028624 5.08x10
-6 
	 8 6 12 12 6 8.8 3.03 
/	%&/!*ก	 20 /	 
* errW  0.028626 0.028627 0.028629 0.028621 0.028621 0.028625 3.63x10
-6 
	 2 1 9 4 4 4 3.08 
/	%&/!*ก	 25 /	 
* errW  0.028606 0.028629 0.028624 0.028628 0.028622 0.028622 9.28x10
-6 
	 5 9 17 8 3 8.4 5.37 
/	%&/!*ก	 30 /	 
* errW  0.028629 0.028626 0.028629 0.028628 0.028630 0.028628 1.52x10
-6 
	 14 8 8 6 13 9.8 3.49 
/
: /		!*ก	 5 /	, *]%&/!*ก	 0.5, 












/& 6.9 (ก	/		! กR!		 4 0%/$ 
    +& 
 
	 
+& 1 +& 2 +& 3 +& 4 +& 5 *S& SD 
/		!*ก	 10 /	 
* errW  0.028629 0.028624 0.028627 0.028630 0.028625 0.028627 2.55x10
-6 
	 5 12 8 2 1 5.6 4.51 
/		!*ก	 15 /	 
* errW  0.028628 0.028626 0.028618 0.028615 0.028629 0.028623 6.30x10
-6 
	 5 6 3 3 5 4.4 1.34 
/		!*ก	 20 /	 
* errW  0.028624 0.028628 0.028630 0.028613 0.028624 0.028624 6.57x10
-6 
	 2 3 6 2 2 3 1.73 
/		!*ก	 25 /	 
* errW  0.028619 0.028620 0.028625 0.028626 0.028621 0.028622 3.11x10
-6 
	 6 2 4 4 5 4.2 1.48 
/		!*ก	 30 /	 
* errW  0.028621 0.028616 0.028610 0.028622 0.028628 0.028619 6.77x10
-6 
	 1 3 5 3 5 3.4 1.67 
/		!*ก	 35 /	 
* errW  0.028621 0.028616 0.028625 0.028627 0.028626 0.028623 4.53x10
-6 
	 1 1 2 3 6 2.6 2.07 
/
: /	%&/!*ก	 25 /	, *]%&/!*ก	 0.5,  












/& 6.10 (ก	*]%&/! กR!		 4 0%/$ 
    +& 
 
	 
+& 1 +& 2 +& 3 +& 4 +& 5 *S& SD 
*]%&/!*ก	 0.5 
* errW  0.028621 0.028616 0.028610 0.028622 0.028628 0.028619 6.77x10
-6 
	 1 3 5 3 5 3.4 1.67 
*]%&/!*ก	 1 
* errW  0.028613 0.028628 0.028624 0.028618 0.028627 0.028622 6.36x10
-6 
	 7 8 3 5 4 5.4 2.07 
*]%&/!*ก	 2 
* errW  0.028603 0.028610 0.028621 0.028620 0.028623 0.028615 8.56x10
-6 
	 4 10 9 8 9 8 2.34 
*]%&/!*ก	 3 
* errW  0.028621 0.028611 0.028628 0.028621 0.028628 0.028622 6.68x10
-6 
	 5 14 15 8 14 11.2 4.44 
*]%&/!*ก	 4 
* errW  0.028628 0.028627 0.028615 0.028617 0.028630 0.028623 6.88x10
-6 
	 1 2 16 6 10 7 6.16 
*]%&/!*ก	 5 
* errW  0.028624 0.028625 0.028628 0.028626 0.028625 0.028626 1.51x10
-6 
	 1 14 13 2 8 7.6 6.02 
/
: /	%&/!*ก	 25 /	, /		!*ก	 30 /	, 












/& 6.11 (ก	*	] กR!		 4 0%/$ 
    +& 
 
	 
+& 1 +& 2 +& 3 +& 4 +& 5 *S& SD 
*	]*ก	 1.1 
* errW  0.028603 0.028610 0.028621 0.028620 0.028623 0.028615 8.56x10
-6 
	 4 10 9 8 9 8 2.34 
*	]*ก	 1.2 
* errW  0.028622 0.028626 0.028628 0.028629 0.028620 0.028625 3.87x10
-6 
	 8 1 5 9 6 5.8 3.11 
*	]*ก	 1.3 
* errW  0.028621 0.028607 0.028618 0.028602 0.028624 0.028614 9.45x10
-6 
	 8 5 6 5 6 6 1.22 
*	]*ก	 1.4 
* errW  0.028626 0.028615 0.028629 0.028610 0.028624 0.028621 7.98x10
-6 
	 1 4 4 2 4 3 1.41 
*	]*ก	 1.5 
* errW  0.028625 0.028617 0.028619 0.028629 0.028611 0.028620 7.01x10
-6 
	 3 1 1 3 4 2.4 1.34 
*	]*ก	 1.6 
* errW  0.028625 0.028611 0.028622 0.028626 0.028622 0.028621 5.98x10
-6 
	 1 2 4 3 4 2.8 1.30 
/
: /	%&/!*ก	 25 /	, /		!*ก	 30 /	, 












ก/& 6.8 ",/& 6.11 กQก*0%/$ก!%1 ATS  !
กR$0%Rก* Werr 'i3 	ก! *	&	/5 '
i /	 d,& !กกQก*ก	ก!*0%/$/
	
		 2 0%/$ + ก(ก	+ก !0%/$ก!
%1 ATS /	%&/! *ก	 25 /	 /		! *ก	 30 /	 *
]%&/! *ก	 2 *	] *ก	 1.3 d,&*0%/$ * (new parameters) &-!
กก	+ !(ก)*!* Werr *ก	 0.028613 ก**0%/$% (old 
parameters) & !(ก)*!* Werr *ก	 0.028671 (ก		-!)& 6.9 
*0%/$/	
		0-&-!กก!!%1 ATS -!/& 6.12 
 
 























)& 6.9 ก)*!* W กR!		 4 0%/$ 
 
(กก		/	
0-. !%1 ATS A44 4 H.6.975236I ,.ก2.6.<J@8 
6.12 L><5ก2VE:0=. ก.633กA442>01041U9A44H@V3E:0PH.6.975236I;3< ATS ZUEMK9=MK:1=. Werr 
!ก*ก.633กA44E:0PH.6.975236I;3< ATS ZUE5ก=. กก		ก*P><1<MK:NBก.6
D6C597/E@ก0=.07Q@กก		&0,&0		R%/]/$ (ก*PF/P>/VE:0=.ก.6
























dPCK ,  0.87 x 10
3 40.59 x 103 26.84 x 103 
dICK ,  9.62 x 10
6 168.73 x 106 82.66 x 106 
qPCK ,  0.87 x 10
3 49.22 x 103 34.60 x 103 
qICK ,  9.62 x 10
6 460.43 x 106 80.30 x 106 










	-/ + ,Qก !**
-{ก/&* !ก	กกก*& *ก	 750 V .		
-{&0%R -!)& 6.10  %/@^VE:/-.5L/3ก.65D6@P45J@P42>01041U9A44H@V3
J@89@ก.633กA441=.H.6.975236I dPCK ,  dICK ,  qPCK ,  ABC qICK ,  M/ 2 A/0J.<E><2=3VD/@^ 
 
 1 ก.633กA44_EP3.?>PA44,-.B3<J.<1W72?.L26I E><J@8VE:3Q74.PV0:M/4JJ@8 5 
 
 2 ก.633กA44E:0P07Q@ ATS J@8%ก*(/***กก	 
*ก!%	ก!		 2 0%/$ 		 4 0%/$ &-!-! 
!& 6.4 !& 6.5 2.9B-.E>4 
 
NBก.6,-.B3<LO./ก.6WIVE:H7,.6W.M/Z=0<50B.2>^<A2= 0 07/.J@ OS< 0.20 07/.J@ 5/F83<,.ก
M/Z=0<50B.E><กB=.06C445;:.LR=L`.0C1<2>0 ก.6JEL34J>^<L3<A/0J.<;:.<2:/MK:NBก.6
5D6@P45J@P4L966O/Cก.6Sกกกก		;3<2>01041U9




























































^ก 0	* (กก#$%ก กRกก		!%1ก+% !* Werr 
* Wres *ก	 0.0291  0.208080 2.9B-.E>4 * %THDav ก!** 
*ก	 1.96 $di/$  *กRกก		!%1 ATS 		! 2 0%/$ !* Werr 
*ก	 0.0287 * %THDav ก!** *ก	 1.72 $di/$ กRก
ก		!%1 ATS 		! 4 0%/$ !* Werr *ก	 0.0286 d,&!ก* 
!/! *( !* %THDav ก!**!&






 .+ก* %THDav ^ก
!**ก-{ก + ()!%,-!Qกกก		*0%/$
/	
!%1 ATS 		! 4 0%/$ & !* %THDav !&
 
 







A44 2 H.6.975236I A44 4 H.6.975236I 
2>01041U9A44H@V3 
dPCK ,  0.87 x 10
3 48.54 x 103 26.84 x 103 
dICK ,  9.62 x 10
6 80.18 x 106 82.66 x 106 
qPCK ,  0.87 x 10
3 48.54 x 103 34.60 x 103 
qICK ,  9.62 x 10
6 80.18 x 106 80.30 x 106 
1=.0>2OUD6CL<1I Werr 0.0291 0.0287 0.0286 
NBก.6,-.B3<LO./ก.6WI 
%THDav   
(KB><ก.6ZE5ZP) 











































































)& 6.11 (ก"กR$+			ก 



















































































































)& 6.12 (ก"กR$+			ก% 
 
(ก"กR$+			ก -!)& 6.11 .!%












































กก&& 0.4 % & 0.8 % กn* ก&
**ก&/0/%ก. /*"	
ก
( cdi , cqi )  !)33R ก!ก	ก!% ( dhi , qhi ) "	
	
-/ (Vdc)  !& *ก	 750 V  !-!"กก#$%ก& .)-!ก)
33Rก&**ก-{ก ( sui , svi , swi ) ก4R')33R-d$ก,+
Q&	ก	)33Rก-{!**ก*ก 
ก"กR$ 		ก+ -!ก4R)33R+		&
0%R)*	ก% )& 6.12 .%&/!ก&**ก-{ก	ก
% ( sdv , sqv ) **ก	 381 V  0 V /	 	-/ (Vdc) ก	
 !& 
*ก	 750 V   	" Q ก0%R+/กก#$%ก 		 %&/!ก
ก/	33Rก#$%ก&.	ก ( di ) ก% ( qi ) 0Q&*(*-
*กก%Rก#$%ก&)*	ก% กก%Rก&"&)
5!%1 DQF 0Q&-)*+/ก	
ก%	ก% ( cdi , cqi ) 
" !)33Rก^ก&**ก-{ก ( sdi , sqi ) 
*& *ก	 5.2 A ", 9.85 A 	ก & *ก	 0 A 	ก% .%R&-*
กn,+	ก% Q&กก	ก/	#$%ก!%1 DQF "*
กก		 /* [ -!ก*-!! 	& 3 









































 ก)& 6.13 'ก		"/	
		0- d,&0%Rก
(%0 ก/%/*ก!% (tracking error) ก)ก* ก/-!* กก		
/	
!%1 ATS ก4R)33R!/33Rก!%&ก*ก









%	/ .กก{ก%* 2  -!ก* ก%ก(/*







 .+ก* %THDav ก-{!
**^ก d,&(กกก		!%1 ATS !* %THDav &-!ก*
กก		!%1ก+% *ก	 17.35 $di/$ *( !%R#$%กกก*























































$%ก&""' 9)	ก+31ก-ก! 	/1: 














$%ก)	-!ก 2 < !ก1 <
ก.(
 (< SRF) ! <" (< DQF) ( 9#ก
*		





$%ก!ก&#)/ ./): ก 1 ก
*		













ก 1J1!ก 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!ก"! (!1กก!+3 2 1ก
 1!ก
+3กก!ก!55 ./)2Jก&51ก
ก*5%!       







 ./)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ก



































1ก!ก-ก#! 4 *% &#: กก!) (5
	ก1 
%THDav ก!""'!# 1	1R# 
ก55 ./): 	กกก!< 
ATS &#1 %THDav )  ก1กก!<ก
 1ก
 17.35 +%.;*% 
1: &#+-$%ก  	กก1ก55 1ก
 93.37 +%.;*% ก
1 %THDav )
+3+**V IEEE Std. 519-1992 &1 *1 6 กก!*





























 - ก+: ก)ก/ก
+ก-%""'5*1 6 1	1 
1 +3* ): *1ก+ )!+ 1 %THD ก#9	กก	-1
ก 1
กก
























+,. - . ก/$$0 
ก 1 . ก.,
 #%
%#233%		. 






+,. - 1 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